LIMBLIFTER Debut Video for New Single “Haystack Rock”
From new record LITTLE PAYNE out OCTOBER 31 via We Are Busy Bodies Records
Watch the video HERE
Stream “Haystack Rock” on Spotify HERE and Apple Music HERE

(Screenshot from video)

(September 13, 2022 - Toronto, ON) – Limblifter debuts the video for the single “Haystack Rock” today,
from their upcoming 5th studio album Little Payne, out October 31 on We Are Busy Bodies Records.
Produced by songwriter, singer, guitarist Ryan Dahle, the eclectic, genre-spanning new LP features a variety
of notable collaborators including mind-bending sax solos from three time GRAMMY nominated and David
Bowie Blackstar bandleader Donny McCaslin.
Watch the video for “Haystack Rock” Here
The video for “Haystack Rock” was primarily shot on a Southern Gulf Island BC farm in a barn built in 1913.
Band members Megan Bradfield and Ryan Dahle spend most of their time on this island where Megan’s
19-year-old nephew Max Wentzlaff (Minty Productions) was visiting from Ontario to shoot the video early one
summer day, catching all the morning light through the gaps in the barn boards. In colourful contrast to the
bucolic farm setting of the video, footage of Eric J. Breitenbach playing drums in his neighbourhood alley in
East Vancouver was captured by Eric's longtime visual collaborator, Shane Morgan.
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Says Dahle, “The farm belongs to our friends and once a year they ring me up and ask me to lend a hand
with hay baling in the spring, so I’ve spent a lot of time lifting hay off the fields, riding their trailer into the barn
and stacking bales. The song was written a couple of years before I started to help with baling, and it's always
repeating in my head when I work. Because of this, the song floated to the top of the list of songs to include
on our new record.”
Like much of the Little Payne record, this song idea was originally recorded during long jam sessions back in
Ryan’s studio in East Vancouver with Ryan and drummer Eric J. Breitenbach. "Eric and I have committed a
mountain of musical ideas to hard drives. It’s a daunting task to sift through and find the little moments of
potential songs, but “Haystack Rock's” chorus stuck in my head. The melody and lyrics were inspired by a trip
to a place on the Oregon coast called “Haystack Rock”, says Dahle.

Link to press photo HERE | Credit: Maleika Jeewanjee
L to R: Eric Breitenbach, Ryan Dahle, Megan Bradfield

Link to Album Art HERE

UPCOMING TOUR DATES
Nov 3 - Halifax, NS @ The Marquee
Nov 5 - Toronto, ON @ Horseshoe
ABOUT LIMBLIFTERLimblifter - featuring Ryan Dahle (vocals/guitar), Megan Bradfield, (bass/vocals), and Eric
Breitenbach (drums) - has managed to circumvent the pigeonhole prone music industry to prevail uncategorized with a
hard-core fan base intact. With Dahle’s driving guitar lines, distinctive vocals, and poignant, colourfully painted lyrics as
the anchor, the band’s continual reinvention is steeped in Dahle’s evolving vision.
Limblifter has amassed impressive accolades since their inception, including JUNO nods for Alternative Album of the
Year, Breakthrough Group of the Year, top-charting Canadian radio hits including “Tinfoil”, “Screwed It Up”, “Ariel vs.
Lotus”, “Wake Up to the Sun”, 20+ videos, and 4 full-length albums. More importantly than accolades to Dahle, are the
countless artists that have approached him to let him know how influential Limbifter was to their artistry.
Dahle has also been a recurring collaborative force behind countless Can-music forays from songwriting with k-os and
producing his BLack on BLonde double LP, to producing, songwriting and performing with several notable artists including
Hot Hot Heat, Mother Mother, Billy Talent, Wide Mouth Mason, Devin Townsend, and New Age Doom. Dahle’s music,
songwriting, and personality were integral to the chart-topping supergroup project Mounties, alongside Hawksley
Workman and Steve Bays. He has mastered over 500 records (under various clever pseudonyms) and more recently,
Dahle collaborated with Donny McCaslin on his acclaimed album Blow, co-writing and singing on 4 tracks, and spawning
a burgeoning friendship and intuitive musical synergy that continues to this day.
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